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1. While reporting on the Naked Mile, a news crew captures Eric kissing a college girl which is seen by Tracy 
back home. What do Tracy's friends convince her to do before Eric gets back?

2. Tracy is upset and feels guilty that she allowed Erik WHAT for the weekend's road trip?

3. Erik realises that he loves Tracy and rushes back home, but when he gets to her house, her father tells him 
that she has gone where?

4. Erik rushes to the party and discovers that Tracy has headed upstairs with an ex-boyfriend. Erik knocks on 
the door but why does Tracy not answer?

5. What happens when Eric catches up with Tracy later that night after they decide they should be each 
other's first?

6. Why does Eric drive back to the college, the morning after his evening with Tracy?

7. During the post-Naked Mile party, Dwight spends time with Vicky, who is the girlfriend of WHO?

8. Dwight has sex with Vicky in revenge for WHAT?

9. What is on the DVD Dwight sent to Rock?

10. What does the note say on the DVD Dwight sent to Rock?

11. What does Rock shout out after playing the DVD Dwight sent to him?

12. During the credits, various postcards are shown of Dwight and Vicky's WHAT?
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Lose her virginity
2. Guilt free weekend pass
3. To a party
4. The room is empty
5. They have sex
6. To pick up his friends

7. Rock (Leader of the midget fraternity)
8. Being hospitalised by the midget fraternity
9. Dwight and Vicky having sex
10. Payback's a Bitch
11. STIFLER!
12. Many journeys around the world
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